Abstract
Introduction
The usefulness of microarrays has become clear over the past decade in the study of function, regulation and interaction of large number of genes. Microarrays allow the analysis of a broad spectrum of genes in a single experiment [1] [2] [3] [4] . The output of microarray experiments takes the form of large TIFF image files. Microarray images are 16 bpp (bits per pixel) grayscale images characterized as having a background and foreground (spots), see Figure 1 . Given the widespread use of microarray technology, an emerging problem is that of storage and management of microarray data. Each experiment today produces approximately forty megabytes of image data. This large size makes it difficult to store the images in an online system. Often the images are offloaded to CD's and only the secondary data (expression data) is left publicly available online [5] . This has lead to the research and development of compression technologies for microarray images [6] [7] [8] [9] to allow better access and reduced data transmission of microarray images.
Microarray compression techniques may be lossy or lossless. Lossy compression of microarray images is based on the general philosophy that spots contain biologically relevant information, as opposed to the image background. Therefore the background can be compressed using lossy compression. Two of the specialized techniques [7, 8] for lossy compression are based on this philosophy and segment the image into foreground (the biologically relevant data) and background (that portion of the image without biologically relevant spots). SLOCO (which is based on JPEG-LS [10] ) supports a lossy-compression on the background under the condition that the resulting data loss is less than the variability in replicated experiments. The primary disadvantage of the above techniques is their dependence on separating the spots from the background. As can be seen from Figure 1 , spots are often noisy and difficult to algorithmically delineate at their boundaries. Therefore, spot-detectionbased compression can be critically influenced by the quality of spot extraction. In the case of poor segmentation, this can, among other consequences, lead to the loss of important data around spot edges. Lossy image compression algorithms such as JPEG2000 [10] and JBIG [11] have also been applied to this problem. Avoiding the issues of potential data loss, lossless microarray compression has involved application of standard methods such as gzip and JPEG-LS [10] . Comparative experiments [9] on gzip, JPEG2000, JBIG, and JPEG-LS found that JPEG-LS provided the best lossless compression. Another specialized technique, MACE [6] , separates the image into a low intensity array (all data values below a specific threshold) and a high intensity array (all data values equal to or above a specific threshold) based on the intensity distribution of the image (rather than foreground and background). Comparisons [6] show MACE as having the best lossless compression.
Lossless microarray compression techniques such as MACE and LZW [12] have dictionary-based compression (a substitution compression technique where a reference value is substituted in place of a string or "word") as one of their core features. An important parameter in the performance of these techniques, therefore, is the dictionary size. The dictionary size is limited by the maximum reference value. The number of bits allowed for each reference determines the maximum reference value, which in many systems is 12 bits. This limits the dictionary size to 4096 ( 2 12 ) entries. Since the microarray images are not text, the alphabet (strings) one has to deal with is unlimited. Clearly dictionary sizes of 4096 are inadequate for microarray compression. The question then arises as to how large the dictionary should be to account for the variability of the "microarray image alphabet" and if increasing the dictionary size will necessarily yield better compression.
Our research answers that question by investigating the influence of dictionary size on the efficacy of lossless microarray compression. Our experiments utilize the MACE compression technique. This choice is prompted by results [6] , which indicate the effectiveness of MACE in terms of its compression rate. However, our results would be valid for any microarray compression technique that employs dictionary-based compression. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we provide a brief overview of MACE and discuss the basic principle of dictionary based compression. In section 3 presents our experimental investigations which show that compression rates improve with increasing dictionary size but only to a certain point. Increasing dictionary sizes beyond this point either do not lead to improved compression or may even degrade the compression rate.
OVERVIEW OF MACE AND DICTIONARY-BASED COMPRESSION
Another fundamental characteristic of microarray images is their skewed intensity distributions where there is majority of low intensity pixels (Figure 1 right) . This skewed intensity distribution causes havoc with normal compression utilities such as gzip that only compresses the image file size by 25-35% [6, 9] . MACE utilizes this characteristic to divide the image into a high intensity array (HIA) and a low intensity array (LIA). This is similar in concept to the foreground and background other specialized techniques [7, 8] but, MACE makes no assumptions as to the biological significance of any pixel and employs lossless compression. A key to MACE's compression is the choice of threshold that separates the low and high intensity arrays. As an example, if the threshold is chosen as 256 then all values in the low intensity array can be represented in one byte (8 bits) verses two bytes (16 bits), this threshold choice allows for the immediate reduction of the low intensity array by 50% prior to application of further steps in compression. As long as the high intensity array contains only a small fraction of the pixels in the image, it can be represented as a spares matrix and compressed. This is possible due again to the skewed intensity distribution.
MACE can be seen as generating three arrays from the original image: the high intensity array (HIA), the most-significant byte array of the low intensity array (MSB) and the leastsignificant byte of the low intensity array (LSB). Each of these arrays is independently compressed and in the case when the separation threshold is 256 (or less) the MSB can be completely eliminated.
There are many different compression algorithms that transform the original information in a variety of ways. Some of these algorithms include simple run-length encoding, arithmetic encoding, and dictionary-based compression. Dictionary-based compression like LZW [12] stores references to patterns that are built dynamically.
Each of the specialized techniques recognizes the need for separation of the foreground and background (or low and high intensity values). In this paper we conduct a systematic investigation of the effect that dictionary size has on the compression of microarray images and these separated planes.
The premise behind dictionary-based compression is that there are patterns that repeat themselves throughout the data. Therefore compression can be achieved by storing only a reference to the pattern rather than the entire pattern. However, the dictionary needs to be data driven (and generated dynamically), for the process to be generic. Probably the best known of dictionary-based compression techniques is the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) [12] compression.
Dictionary-based compression starts off with an initial dictionary of 256 references. These references represent the single byte values 0-255. The compression works on pairs of bytes and or references. The first byte's reference is written to the output, that reference is then placed in a previous holder. The next byte is read, then the string made up by the previous reference and the new byte is compared against the dictionary. If a match is found, that new reference from the dictionary is placed in the previous holder and another byte is read from the input. If this string is not found, a new entry is made in the dictionary for that string and the value in the previous holder (a reference value) is written to the output. Then, the current reference is moved to the previous holder and the loop continues. In the following example we denote the dictionary reference of a symbol (or set of symbols) in {}.
Given the string "ABCABC" and the initial dictionary, first the A {65} is read and moved to the previous holder. Then the B {66} is read. This forms the string AB that is not found in the dictionary, so it is added as reference {256}. The previous holder value, reference {65}, is written to the output using the number of bits specified as the dictionary size. Finally the current reference, {66}, is moved to previous holder. That completes one cycle of the process. The C {67} is then read and the dictionary is searched for BC Since BC is not present, BC is added to dictionary as {257}. The previous holder value, {66}, is written to the output and {67} moved to the previous holder. Next in the input is another A. The search for CA is not found, so entry {258} is created and the previous holder value, {67}, is written to the output and {65} moved to the previous holder. Now another B is read and the dictionary searched for AB, which is found as {256}. The {256} is moved into the previous holder and the next byte is read. The C is read from the input and the dictionary is searched for the string ABC that is not found, so entry {259} is added to the dictionary. The previous holder value, {256}, is written to the output and since we are now at the end, the {67} is then written. So now our six-character string is instead represented by five dictionary references, {65, 66, 67, 256, 67}. This example shows as the string gets larger and the number of repeated patterns increase, the number of references required will drop. Since we only need 9 bits to represent all the reference values in this example, the total number of bits needed is 5 * 9 bits or 45 bits, verses the original that use 8 bits per character, therefore are using 6 * 8 bits or 48 bits. Even in this short example, we have saved 3 bits of data space.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
The size of the dictionary depends on the number of bits for each output reference (such as 4096 when using 12 bits). We tested the effects of dictionary-based compression using dictionary sizes from 12 to 24 bits per entry or 4096 to 16,777,216 entries. The graph in Figure 2 (left) shows a number of LSB and Figure 2 (right) MSB arrays over various images and thresholds. The actual values are not of major significance but are provided as a reference. What is of significance are the trend lines, that show improvement as the dictionary size increases but only to a certain extent. The trend lines that show the best performance around a dictionary size of 16 bits are those of the MSB, which have a more uniform pattern (having only 1 to 6 bits per pixel to start with). While, the improvement for the LSB ends at 21-22 bits per entry. As the entropic nature of the LSB increases it becomes necessary to have a larger dictionary to store larger patterns for reuse. Key to this improvement is the number of additional patterns utilized as the dictionary size increases. Table 1 is an example of the results on a LSB across various dictionary sizes. An important point is that the dictionary resets itself once it reaches capacity. Therefore, more entries of shorter length get created. Another fact of dictionary-based compression is the number of output references is one more then the number of directory entries created. This is because the only time you output is after creating a new dictionary entry except for the first character. The key is the number of output references (dictionary references) needed for each dictionary size. The overall performance is improved when the delta of the number of references output is greater then the number of additional bits needed to hold the output references. To show improvement the case with a dictionary size of 22 bits must use less output references then 21 bits, specifically the number out output references has to be reduced by at least 4054225/ 21 = 193,058.33. As shown in Table 1 the difference in output references from 21 to 22 bits is 194,344 which is larger than the target and as shown the output size is smaller for 22 bits then 21 bits. We can correctly predict the small difference in size from the small delta from our target number.
Generalizing this equation we get
where T is the target number of output references, n is the number of bits for the dictionary size, and S is the actual number of output references for the specified bit size. This generalized formula also holds for the worst case and T n 2 holds as the average case when utilizing a variable length dictionary encoding. Variable length dictionary encoding starts from some base bit size, usually 10 bits, and each output sample is of that length, as the dictionary grows to over 2 10 then the dictionary and output both start using 11 bits, and so on to the upper bit limit. That upper bit limit is represented by n in the above equations. In the general case for large images such as microarrays, variable length encoding can save about 5% as shown in the example in Table 2 . 
CONCLUSION
While dictionary-based compression is not the only compression applied in microarray image compression, the quantification of optimal results is critical. These experiments and analysis shows ways of predicting optimal dictionary sizes within a relatively accurate range. There is a size at which the image no longer generates additional output references since every dictionary entry for that string is already in the dictionary by the time the input string is exhausted. Using this maximum entry value M we can get the maximum number of bits needed by taking the log 2 M ! " # $ . This value is generally a close approximation for the optimal value and for the cap in variable length compression. Anything larger will simply occupy more space without any additional benefit and will eventually cause a negative compression rate.
These findings can be applied to any dictionary-based compression of microarray images. The ramifications of these findings not only aid in the dictionary-based compression of microarrays, but any large alphabet data file. It shows that an infinite alphabet does not require an infinite dictionary and that this quantification is easily determined.
